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The GOES-R satellite in acoustics testing. Credit: Lockheed Martin

The road from construction in a clean room to sitting atop a rocket in
just six months is a busy one. Watch here to learn more about how
GOES-R will make the journey. Lockheed Martin, the prime spacecraft
developer, will complete the final testing to ensure the spacecraft is
ready for shipment in the coming months.

The satellite recently completed acoustics testing, which uses high-
intensity horns to subject the satellite to the extreme sound pressure that
simulates the noise created when the rocket is launched. The test verified
the satellite will function normally after experiencing these strong
acoustic vibrations. Up next is testing to ensure that the electromagnetic
signals produced by satellite components do not interfere with its
operation.

In August, the satellite will fly on a U.S. Air Force C-5 Galaxy cargo jet
from Colorado to Kennedy Space Center in Florida. Once in Florida, the
spacecraft will undergo additional testing and preparation for
encapsulation on top of the rocket that will take it to its geostationary
orbit 22,000 miles above Earth.

The weather imaging capabilities of GOES-R are like going from a
black and white television to HDTV—there is a remarkable increase in
resolution and refresh rate. In addition, GOES-R also carries the first
lightning mapper to be flown in geostationary orbit and will provide
enhanced solar imaging and space weather monitoring capabilities.
GOES-R will also be part of the Search and Rescue Satellite Aided
Tracking (SARSAT) system, relaying distress signals from 406 MHz
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGcqxlihy4Y&list=PLY6u3ZR91o24FazYzKeZ3TcGMS-piUBho&index=6
https://phys.org/tags/satellite/
https://phys.org/tags/test/
https://phys.org/tags/geostationary+orbit/
https://phys.org/tags/geostationary+orbit/


 

emergency beacons to first responders, like the U.S. Coast Guard.

Want to know more about GOES-R and why this new satellite really
matters? Read more here, or visit us on our remodeled website 
www.goes-r.gov.
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